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It is, I believe, important to acknowledge that many of the 
Church Fathers believed that the earth was less than 6,000 

years old and that they read the Genesis creation account both 
literally and symbolically. I will highlight this with reference 
to works by St Basil (Hexaemeron) and St Augustine (The 
City of God, De Genesi ad Litteram), as well as consideration 
of the thoughts of Irenaeus, Justin Martyr, Hippolytus, and 
Theophilus, among others.1 These Christian leaders lived in 
the first few centuries ad, and taught in defence of the Christian 
Church, often against pagan critics. The relevance for us today 
is that some theistic critics of a young earth claim that this 
position is a recent development in Christian theology, and 
that the Church Fathers would have been critical of it as well. 
Denis Alexander quotes from Augustine to try and make out 
that the creationist position is in fact an embarrassment to 
the gospel.2 Roger Forster and Paul Marston also address the 
beliefs of the Church Fathers, but downplay the significance 
of their literal reading of Genesis, and emphasize instead the 
allegorical aspects, and where they do address literal readings 
it is to gently mock.3 They then seek to break the link between 
modern young-earth creationism and Christian tradition, 
and despite the fact that they acknowledge that young-earth 
creationism was present in the late nineteenth century Victoria 
Institute, they assert that 

“Young-earthism is a clear and radical break 
[from mainstream Evangelicalism] differing in 
its whole approach to the issues—and its modern 
roots are in Seventh Day Adventism not in later 
nineteenth century Evangelicalism nor in early 
Fundamentalism.”4

Roger Forster is of course a well-respected Christian 
leader of the London-based Ichthus Christian Fellowship 
and linked churches, but this is an unnecessarily strong, 
and I would argue unsustainable, statement against fellow 
evangelicals.5 Instead, the truth is more complex than these 
comments suggests, and as we will see below, the beliefs of 
the Church Fathers are in tune with modern creationism and 
evangelical thought, even though differing in some places.

It is clear from a close reading of the Church Fathers that 
the widely held belief of the church in the first few centuries 

after Christ was that the creation occurred less than 6,000 
years prior to their time of writing; at least it seems to have 
been the majority opinion among the church leaders. This 
belief was also seemingly tied in with an understanding of 
the timing of the Second Coming of Christ and millennial 
reign; a pressing question for the early church. The millennial 
scheme symbolically linked six days of creation with 6,000 
years of Earth history, with the final millennium rest seen 
as foreshadowed by the seventh day of rest in the creation 
account. Looking at the beliefs of some of the Church Fathers 
in relation to creation, and also in relation to the millennium, 
what becomes apparent is that a belief in a young Earth was 
widely held in the early Church by the Church Fathers. This 
undermines claims that such belief is a recent phenomenon, 
or is not in tune with traditional Christian theology. 

Literal and allegorical readings from Basil and 
Augustine

Despite the fact that a number of the Church Fathers, such 
as Origen, emphasized the allegorical over the literal reading 
of the Genesis creation account, and Forster and Marston 
highlight the ambiguity in Origen’s thoughts in this matter,6 
there was a desire among others to hold in balance both the 
literal and allegorical readings. Basil, the Cappadocian saint 
(ad 330–379), acknowledged the ‘laws of allegory’, but also 
emphasised the literal sense in his Hexaemeron (meaning ‘Six 
Days’). This was written in elegant prose to be presented as 
a set of homilies or sermons. It was didactic, that is designed 
to appeal to the senses and be informative, and in this case 
expressing both symbolic meaning and literal truth. 

“I know the laws of allegory, though less by 
myself than from the works of others. There are 
those truly, who do not admit the common sense 
of the Scriptures, for whom water is not water, but 
some other nature, who see in a plant, in a fish, what 
their fancy wishes, who change the nature of reptiles 
and of wild beasts to suit their allegories, like the 
interpreters of dreams who explain visions in sleep 
to [m]ake them serve their own ends. For me grass 
is grass; plant, fish, wild beast, domestic animal, I 
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take all in the literal sense. ‘For I am not ashamed 
of the gospel.’”7 

In other words, although symbolism was recognized 
in the biblical narrative, Basil also upheld the literal account 
as important, including the length of a day. He saw that in 
Genesis a day was a period of 24 hours. 

“‘And there was evening and there was morning: 
one day.’ And the evening and the morning were one 
day. Why does Scripture say ‘one day the first day’? 
Before speaking to us of the second, the third, and 
the fourth days, would it not have been more natural 
to call that one the first which began the series? If it 
therefore says ‘one day’, it is from a wish to determine 
the measure of day and night, and to combine the time 
that they contain. Now twenty-four hours fill up the 
space of one day—we mean of a day and of a night.”8

But Basil also interpreted the phrase ‘one day’ (from 
the Septuagint (LXX) rendering of Genesis 1:5) as an allegory 
for eternity, thus ‘one day’ may be considered both a 24-hour 
period and an expression for the eternal domain of Heaven. 
Similarly, the seven-day week represents a temporal period 
covering the creation, but also symbolic of human history with 
the eighth day compared with the ‘one-day’ and the time when 
creation will be finally perfected and consummated in eternity.

“God who made the nature of time measured 
it out and determined it by intervals of days; and, 
wishing to give it a week as a measure, he ordered 
the week to revolve from period to period upon itself, 
to count the movement of time, forming the week 
of one day revolving seven times upon itself ... . If 

then the beginning of time is called ‘one day’ ... it is 
because Scripture wishes to establish its relationship 
with eternity. ... this day without evening, without 
succession and without end is not unknown to 
Scripture, and it is the day that the Psalmist calls the 
eighth day, because it is outside this time of weeks.”8

Basil here has some understanding of the prophetic 
significance of the Creation Week in millennial terms from 
readings of the Old Testament, apparently here referencing 
the ‘octave’ in Psalm 6:1 and 11:1,9 although there might be 
an intimation here also that the first day should be seen in a 
divine, eternal context.

Although engaging reasonably well with the science of 
his time with its Greek influence, he did not believe Christians 
should be overawed by it. For instance, when discussing the 
size and shape of the earth he suggested that different natural 
philosophers contradict one another and that Moses was silent 
upon such questions. From the thought of such futility he asks 
whether we should “prefer foolish wisdom to the oracles of 
the Holy Spirit”. Furthermore, he maintains that Greek phi-
losophers should not mock Christian beliefs at least until they 
are settled themselves upon what is true.10

But where he did engage with the science of his time it 
was in Aristotelian terms, some of which we would reject 
today as seemingly accepting geocentricism and spontaneous 
generation, although for Basil such generation was in response 
to the divine word spoken into the ground at creation11 (spon-
taneous generation as a result of the divine Word may also 
be reflected in Augustine’s rationes seminales).12 But on the 
question of accepting a ‘hard roof’ dome-like firmament over 
the earth, as Forster and Marston suggest in rather unflattering 
terms, Basil instead compared analogically the strength of 
the Firmament to that of the strength of the air when exposed 
to thunder, and from Isaiah maintained that the heavens “are 
a subtle substance, without solidity or density”,13 and Basil 
further asserted that it is not matter as we know it on Earth:

“It is not in reality a firm and solid substance 
which has weight and resistance … . But, as the 
substance of superincumbent bodies is light, without 
consistency, and cannot be grasped by any one of 
our senses, it is in comparison with these pure and 
imperceptible substances that the firmament has 
received its name.”14

There is a sense then that for Basil the literal reading 
concerning the starry heavens retained a spiritual aspect, 
a way of viewing creation that is lost with the dominance 
of materialism in science, and is sometimes overlooked by 
those of us committed to creation science as well, especially 
in relation to understanding the pre-Fall world. For Basil the 
writings of Moses through the inspiration of the Holy Spirit 
were given to provide spiritual truths, and these are more 
important than exact measurements and distances that are 
not of interest to the Genesis account, but he seems to have 
accepted the times and dates given in a literal and symbolic 
manner. 

Augustine (ad 354–430) similarly interpreted Scripture 
both literally and symbolically (or allegorically), thus 

Figure 1. St Augustine (painting by Sandro Botticelli, c. 1480). 
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attempting to discern spiritual truths. He recognized an overlap 
between both types of readings with the symbolic arising from 
real people and events. Concerning Noah’s Flood, Augustine 
wrote in a chapter in The City of God that

“… no one ought to suppose either that these 
things were written for no purpose, or that we 
should study only the historical truth, apart from 
any allegorical meanings; or, on the contrary, that 
they are only allegories, and that there were no such 
facts at all… .”15

This approach of Augustine followed from the 
disagreement between the Alexandrian School, particularly of 
Origen, that emphasized the allegorical above the literal, and 
on the other side, the Antiochene School that focussed upon 
reading the prophetic writings historically with less regard 
for the wider theological significance.16 As such there was 
reluctance to see Christ in the Old Testament texts within the 
excessively literalistic framework. Augustine, though, saw 
symbolism relating to Christ and the Cross in the account of 
Noah and the Ark. The Augustinian approach then sought to 
blend together the theological and symbolic aspects, where 
we can see Christ in the Old Testament as well as the New, 
and where we see our faith having a real impact upon the 
material world, including through the study of creation. It is 
this combined literal–symbolic reading that allowed the early 
church to infer 6,000 years of earth history from the six days 
of creation to their time of writing.

The age of the earth and six days of creation

Influence for the symbolic linkage between the six days of 
creation and the six thousand years until the millennial reign 
of rest may have been passed down directly from the Apostles, 
especially John, the author of Revelation. Irenaeus, who lived 
during the 2nd century ad, claims to have received the teaching 
from Papias and Polycarp, who received it directly from John.17 
Influence may also have derived from Peter’s writing, wherein 
the Apostle was responding to questions about the return of 
Christ. Peter wrote that for God “a day is like a thousand 
years” (2 Peter 3:8) and that the Christians should be patient 
regarding the question of Christ’s return. However, it is less 
clear whether Peter was specifically making a millennial link 
here, or just a general point about God’s timeframe in relation 
to our own. Bearing in mind Christ’s injunction not to be over-
concerned with times and dates (Acts 1:7), Peter might then 
have been only making a general point. A millennial scheme 
is also present in the early Epistle of Barnabas (probably 
written ad 70–100).

“Attend, my children, to the meaning of this 
expression, ‘He finished in six days.’ This implieth 
that the Lord will finish all things in six thousand 
years, for a day is with Him a thousand years. And 
He Himself testifieth, saying, ‘Behold, to-day will 
be as a thousand years.’ Therefore, my children, in 
six days, that is, in six thousand years, all things will 
be finished. ‘And He rested on the seventh day.’”18 

Reference to the notion that a ‘day is as a thousand years’ 
is also found in the writing of Justin Martyr (ad 100–165), 
although Justin used it in a slightly different way to others 
such as Irenaeus and instead links it to passages from Isaiah. 
In his Dialogue with Trypho a Jew he pointed out that there 
would be a millennial reign from a renewed Jerusalem and 
that the lives of the saints would be sustained through the 
thousand years. He quotes from the prophets Ezekiel and 
Isaiah, and John in Revelation. He also obscurely linked this 
to the age of Adam at his death. 

“For as Adam was told that in the day he ate of the 
tree he would die, we know that he did not complete 
a thousand years. We have perceived, moreover, that 
the expression, ‘The day of the Lord is as a thousand 
years’ is connected with this subject.”19

The implication is that the curse of death upon Adam 
would not be immediate, but within a period of one thousand 
years; i.e. one ‘day’ because Adam was told he would die in the 
‘day’ he ate the fruit. Adam lived 930 years. Some may suggest 
this supports the day-age scenario, as Forster and Marston do,20 
but among the early Christian writers the millennial scheme 
was more clearly linked to the six days of creation. As noted, 
the creation and millennial timeframe is clearly set out in the 
writing of Irenaeus. He held that the earth was literally less 
than 6,000 years old and that this related symbolically to the 
return of Christ and the fulfilment of history. Christ would 
return and then reign for one thousand years, representing the 
Sabbath day of rest. Irenaeus wrote: 

“For in as many days as this world was made, in 
so many thousand years shall it be concluded. And 
for this reason the Scripture says: ‘Thus the heaven 
and the earth were finished, and all their adornment. 
And God brought to a conclusion upon the sixth day 
the works that He had made; and God rested upon the 
seventh day from all His works.’ This is an account 
of the things formerly created, as also it is a prophecy 
of what is to come. For the day of the Lord is as a 
thousand years; and in six days created things were 
completed: it is evident, therefore, that they will come 
to an end at the sixth thousand year.”21 

This is though different to the day-age interpretation 
that some old-earth creationists hold from the passage in Peter. 
Similarly, Theophilus, the 2nd-century Bishop of Antioch (ad 
169–177) agreed that the earth was less than 6,000 years old 
(from his time of writing). He wrote that

“All the years from the creation of the world 
amount to a total of 5698 years, and the odd months 
and days … . For if even a chronological error has 
been committed by us, of, e.g., 50 or 100, or even 200 
years, yet not of thousands and tens of thousands, as 
Plato and Apollonius and other mendacious authors 
have hitherto written. And perhaps our knowledge of 
the whole number of the years is not quite accurate, 
because the odd months and days are not set down 
in the sacred books.”22
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We find also in the fragments of Hippolytus of Rome 
a belief that the Creation Week occurred in approximately 
5500 bc. 

“‘For as the times are noted from the foundation 
of the world, and reckoned from Adam, they set 
clearly before us the matter with which our inquiry 
deals. For the first appearance of our Lord in the 
flesh took place in Bethlehem, under Augustus, in 
the year 5500; and He suffered in the thirty-third 
year. And 6,000 years must needs be accomplished, 
in order that the Sabbath may come, the rest, the holy 
day’on which God rested from all His works. ‘For 
the Sabbath is the type and emblem of the future 
kingdom of the saints, when they “shall reign with 
Christ”, when He comes from heaven, as John says 
in his Apocalypse: for “a day with the Lord is as a 
thousand years.” Since, then, in six days God made all 
things, it follows that 6,000 years must be fulfilled.’”23 

Part of Hippolytus’ justification was concerned with 
the size and adornment of the ark of Moses placed in the 
Tabernacle, which was covered in gold inside and out and 
measured in height, width and breadth, a total 5.5 cubits. Hip-
polytus believed that this distance signified the time of Christ’s 
coming, and the ark itself “constituted types and emblems 
of spiritual mysteries” that signified Christ and his coming. 
From this Hippolytus calculated that 500 years remained un-
til Christ returned and would thus bring in the final Sabbath 
rest. “From the birth of Christ, then, we must reckon the 500 
years that remain to make up the 6,000, and thus the end shall 
be.”24 Julius Africanus in the third century also held that the 
earth was around 5,500 years old, commenting “The period, 
then, to the advent of the Lord from Adam and the creation 
is 5,531 years.”25 

However, we may note that Christ did not return in ad 
500 as this millenial scheme suggested. This failure though 
did not seem to cause a great problem for Christians because 
of acceptance of the Masoretic Text (MT) and rejection of the 
LXX timeframe before ad 500. 

The Septuagint, Masoretic Text  
and the age of the earth

Most of the Church Fathers of the first three centuries 
relied upon the LXX to determine the age of the earth and 
the Second Advent.26 Initially Christians believed that Christ 
would return sometime around ad 500. However, later 
acceptance of the MT, with its shorter timeframe for creation 
of around 4000 bc, extended the second coming to ad 2000.27 
It is possible though that both the MT and the LXX differ 
somewhat from the Old Testament that was available in the 
time of Ezra, and the version that Jesus and the Apostles may 
have had access to. The Samaritan Text differs in fact from 
both the MT and LXX.

So, the gradual acceptance of the Hebrew MT by 
Christians, from which Bishop Ussher derived a date for the 
age of the earth of 4004 bc, gave fresh ‘legs’ to millennial 
thinking among Christians in more recent times, with Christ 

expected to return sometime around ad 2000. This transition 
from the LXX to the MT began as early as the 3rd century 
ad with Origen. His desire was to come to terms with the 
differences between the LXX and the MT and so he produced 
a six-fold interlinear version known as the Hexapla to aid his 
study. However, it was Jerome in the late fourth century who 
really brought the MT into the centre of Latin Christendom. 
Jerome had been tasked by the Pope Damasus I in ad 382 to 
produce a modern version in Latin, and instead of relying 
upon the older versions available in the Roman world that 
were translated from the LXX (the Vetus Latina), he largely 
took the MT as the basis for his new translation of the Old 
Testament, although many, including Augustine, thought this 
unwise. Augustine maintained that the LXX was the more 
reliable version, although he found the many different Latin 
versions translated from the LXX to be frustrating.28 Jerome’s 
Vulgate version, however, became the accepted Old Testament 
in the Roman world for many centuries, and the older Latin 
versions that were based upon the LXX fell into disuse. And 
following the Reformation the translators of the King James 
Bible turned to the MT for the basis of their own work, and 
this forms the backbone for most modern versions. The Greek 
Orthodox Church incidentally continues to favour the LXX. 

I don’t have space here to go into detail about which is the 
more accurate version, but it is worth mentioning that some 
Old Testament quotes from the New Testament are closer to 
the LXX and speak more strongly of the Messiah than does the 
MT, i.e. Hebrew 1:6 quotes a verse from Deuteronomy 32:43 
that reads: “And again, when God brings his firstborn into the 
world, he says, Let all God’s angels worship him” but this is 
missing from the MT.29 So we shouldn’t automatically assume 
the MT is the more accurate version. Whitcomb and Morris, 
however, believed at least some of the dates in the LXX were 
false, but were seemingly open to a slightly longer timeframe 
for creation, holding that several thousand years may have 
passed between the Flood and Abraham.30 The differences 
between the MT and LXX offer a legitimate area for creationist 
research, although beyond the scope of this paper. 

But despite Jerome’s new translation, Augustine continued 
to favour the LXX, holding that the earth was less than 6,000 
years old, but it is less clear that he linked it to the second 
coming. He wrote:

“Let us, then, omit the conjectures of men 
who know not what they say, when they speak of 
the nature and origin of the human race. For some 
hold the same opinion regarding men that they hold 
regarding the world itself, that they have always 
been ... . They are deceived, too, by those highly 
mendacious documents, which profess to give the 
history of many thousand years, though, reckoning 
by the sacred writings, we find that not 6000 years 
have yet passed. (The City of God, XII:10).”31 

It is true that Augustine’s beliefs were different 
in places from those of modern creationists. Like Philo, 
Augustine believed for a long time that God created 
everything at once and that the six days of creation should 
be considered symbolic. His position though was based 
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upon a Latin translation of the Apocrypha verse (Sirach 
18:1) that failed to translate the Greek adequately. This 
reads in the Latin translation as “He that liveth for ever 
created all things together [or simultaneously]” (or qui vivit 
in aeternum creavit omnia simul),32 and this appears to have 
coloured his belief. However, in the earlier Greek the passage 
reads as panta koinee, which can be rendered as ‘all things 
in fellowship’, implying that God created the world as an 
integrated whole.33 

However, in later writing Augustine seems to have moved 
towards acceptance of temporal creation days, although with 
remaining concern that the creation account mentions the 
passage of morning and evening on Days 1 to 3 prior to the 
formation of the sun and moon on Day 4. Augustine speculated 
in The City of God about whether there was some material light 
or whether the light during those three days was that of the 
heavenly City of God shining upon the newly formed Earth. 
However, he urges us to believe it whether we understand it 
or not. He writes:

“But simultaneously with time the world was 
made, if in the world’s creation change and motion 
were created, as seems evident from the order of the 
first six or seven days. For in these days the morn-
ing and evening are counted, until, on the sixth day, 
all things which God then made were finished, and 
on the seventh the rest of God was mysteriously 
and sublimely signalized. What kind of days these 
were it is extremely difficult, or perhaps impossible 
for us to conceive … what kind of light that was, 
and by what periodic movement it made evening 
and morning, is beyond the reach of our senses; 
neither can we understand how it was, and yet must 
unhesitatingly believe it.”34 

Augustine’s difficulty seems to be that of reconciling 
creation by an eternal God, who dwells outside of time, with 
the creation of matter in a temporal reality. But as with 
the origin of this world, Augustine is critical of those who 
propose long ages for the creation of man, believing instead 
that mankind was created in time in the recent past.

“As to those who are always asking why man 
was not created during these countless ages of the 
infinitely extended past, and came into being so lately 
that, according to Scripture, less than 6,000 years have 
elapsed since He began to be. … For, though Himself 
eternal, and without beginning, yet He caused time 
to have a beginning; and man, whom He had not 
previously made He made in time, not from a new 
and sudden resolution, but by His unchangeable and 
eternal design.”35

It might be pointed out in passing also that a 24-
hour day is dependent on the spin of the earth on its own axis 
independent of the sun, and even at the poles today we may 
note that a 24-hour day does not require the sun to set. But 
for Augustine the age of the earth was determined through the 
sacred writings, in a literal manner, in opposition to the pagan 
texts that existed at that time. Many of the pagan nations prior 
to Christ held a belief that history extended back for hundreds 

of thousands of years, and many of the early Christians leaders, 
such as Augustine and Tertullian, wrote openly against the 
pagan philosophy. For the early Christians it was held that 
6,000 years had not passed by that time since the foundation 
of the world. 

Conclusion

It would seem then that there was a widely held belief 
in a recent creation during the few centuries following the 
events of Christ’s life on Earth. This was linked to a millennial 
scheme where the six days of creation prefigured 6,000 years 
of Earth history, followed be a millennial seventh ‘day’ of 
rest. Such millennial schemes are found in the writing of 
Irenaeus, Justin Martyr, Hippolytus, Theophilus, and Basil. 
By the fourth century, Basil continued to uphold a belief in a 
literal creation as opposed to a purely figurative one, and this 
literal–symbolic interpretation was present in the writing of 
Augustine also. Augustine believed in both a recent creation 
and a global Flood, but saw symbolism relating to the person 
and work of Christ throughout the Old Testament. Augustine 
seems to have believed that God made everything at once in 
the recent past, but he did not believe in millions of years of 
change. Later (in The City of God), this belief was seemingly 
modified as he tried to come to terms with six literal days, 
but he continued to think that the light of days 1 to 3 might 
have been spiritual light from the heavenly city as opposed to 
physical light. Finally, we may observe that modern young-
earth creationism is recognizably similar to the teachings of 
the Church Fathers, even if differing in some places, and is 
not a radical departure from Christian tradition.

Figure 2. A fresco of Basil the Great in the cathedral of Ohrid, 
Macedonia.
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